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Neutron diffraction, synchrotron x-ray diffraction, and specific heat studies have been carried out to inves-
tigate the nature of the ordered occupation of the vanadium d orbitals in perovskite YVO3. Evidence has been
found for a change in the type of orbital ordering at the 77-K phase transition in this material, manifested by
a change in the type of Jahn-Teller distortion. This transition between orbital orderings is caused by an increase
in octahedral tilting with decreasing temperature. The orbital ordering above 77 K is not destroyed at the
magnetic ordering temperature of 116 K, but is present as far as a second structural phase transition at 200 K.
The entropy changes at the onset of both spin and orbital ordering are much lower than the smallest semiclas-
sical value of Rln2 J/~mole K!.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.174112 PACS number~s!: 61.10.Nz, 61.12.Ld, 61.50.Ks, 71.70.EjI. INTRODUCTION
The transition-metal perovskite oxides ABO3 form the ba-
sis for many interesting physical phenomena such as high-TC
superconductivity, ferroelectricity, and colossal magnetore-
sistance. Despite these materials being the subject of intense
study, in many cases their crystal structures have not been
investigated in detail. For insulating materials containing a B
cation with orbital degeneracy such as Ti31, V31, Mn31,
and Ni31, long-range ordering of the occupied d orbitals is
expected to take place below a transition temperature and
will be accompanied by a Jahn-Teller ~JT! distortion. There
are very few undoped perovskite oxides for which JT distor-
tions have been recognized.1–5 However, orbital ordering can
have profound and hitherto unrecognized effects on physical
properties, such as the insulator-metal transition and charge
order in doped La12xM xMnO3.6,7
We report here on the orbital ordering in YVO3. The or-
bital ordering of t2g electron systems is reflected structurally
to a lesser extent than that of eg systems, but can still have a
dramatic influence on the physical properties. We show, us-
ing a combination of neutron-diffraction, synchrotron x-ray-
diffraction, and specific-heat measurements, that the occupa-
tion of the t2g orbitals in YVO3 orders at 200 K; contrary to
previous assumptions, this occurs far above the antiferro-
magnetic ~AFM! ordering temperature TN5116 K. More-
over, there is a change in symmetry of the orbital ordering at
TS577 K. This is induced by an increased tilting of the
octahedra with decreasing temperature, and it changes the
easy axis of the V31 d2 S51 spin, resulting in a magnetic
structure transition and a reversal of the net ferromagnetic
moment of the canted AFM state.
We have recently undertaken a detailed study of the un-
usual magnetic properties of YVO3 single crystals.8,9 YVO3
adopts a distorted perovskite structure with the space group0163-1829/2002/65~17!/174112~9!/$20.00 65 1741Pbnm at room temperature. It is an insulator, with the V31
spins (S51) ordering in AFM fashion below TN5116 K,
no change in the crystal structure being apparent. A reorien-
tation of the ordered spins and a first-order structural phase
transition involving a sudden change in the unit-cell volume
takes place at TS577 K. Both above and below TS a small
canting angle of approximately 0.2° gives a net ferromag-
netic moment that lies close to the a axis at all temperatures.
When a magnetic field of less than 500 Oe is applied parallel
to the a axis, reversible changes in the sign of the magneti-
zation occur at both TS and at T*595 K. The gradual mag-
netization reversal at T* is thought to result from a compe-
tition between the single-ion magnetic anisotropy and an
opposing Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction. The more sud-
den reversal at TS is a consequence of the reorientation of the
ordered spins, which is thought to be associated with a
change in the ordering of the occupied V d orbitals. Evidence
of orbital ordering below TS is clearly provided by the pres-
ence of a JT-ordered state.9 A tetragonal distortion of the
octahedra, where the long and short V-O bond distances al-
ternate along the @110# and @11¯0# directions of the ab plane,
causes a splitting of the V t2g orbitals into a doublet of lower
energy and a singlet of higher energy. The doublet contains
the xy orbital, which is always occupied, and either the zx or
yz orbital. This ordered, alternating occupation of the V dzx
and dyz orbitals between adjacent cations is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 1. We believe that the change in magnetic struc-
ture from G-type below TS to C-type above TS ~Ref. 10! is
caused by a corresponding change from C- to G-type orbital
ordering ~Fig. 2!. This statement is supported by the
Goodenough-Kanamori rules,11 band-structure calculations12
and model Hartree-Fock calculations.13 Experimentally, the
only suggestion of G-type orbital ordering thus far has been
provided by resonant x-ray scattering studies at the vana-©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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about the sensitivity to orbital ordering of this type of
experiments.15–17 In terms of the crystal structure, G-type
orbital ordering is incompatible with Pbnm symmetry, since
two crystallographically distinct JT-distorted ab planes are
required, with ‘‘out-of-phase’’ bonding arrangements; in
Pbnm all ab planes are rendered equivalent by the mirror
planes at z51/4 and 3/4, and the bonding arrangement is ‘‘in
phase.’’ G-type orbital ordering is present in LaVO3, which
adopts the monoclinic space group P21 /a with b very close
to 90°.2 Here we provide crystallographic evidence of
G-type orbital ordering above TS , and our structural study
also gives insight into the probable mechanism for the tran-
sition between orbital orderings.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Polycrystalline samples of YVO3 were prepared by the
chemical reduction of YVO4 powder. The YVO4 powder
was prepared by the high-temperature solid-state reaction of
FIG. 1. Schematic picture of JT distortion in the ab plane of
YVO3 below 200 K; the unit cell is marked with a dotted line.
Occupied V dzx and dyz orbitals are shown (x , y, and z refer to
nominal cubic perovskite axes!; dxy orbitals are always occupied.
There are two possible arrangements of alternating long ~marked
with arrows! and short V-O bonds, forming layers 1 and 2. Labeled
atoms refer to those in the tables and text.
FIG. 2. Schematic representation of relationship between AFM
ordering, orbital ordering and space group symmetry found in
YVO3. Occupied dzx and dyz orbitals are shown. Arrows represent
AFM-ordered moments ~arbitrary directions!. The V-O bonding ar-
rangement in successive layers ~see Fig. 1! is either ‘‘in phase’’
(Pbnm) or ‘‘out of phase’’ (P21 /a). Labeled atoms refer to those
in the tables and text.17411stoichiometric mixtures of predried Y2O3 ~99.998%! and
V2O5 ~99.995%, metals basis!. YVO4 was reduced by an-
nealing the powder in a flow of pure H2 at 1000 °C. A single-
crystalline boule of approximately 6 mm in diameter and
60–70 mm in length was grown by the travelling solvent
floating zone method. The crystallinity of the boule was veri-
fied by Laue x-ray diffraction, and the elemental composition
was checked by electron probe microanalysis, giving a re-
sulting molar ratio of Y:V:O 5 1.00:1.00:3.02. Time-of-flight
neutron powder diffraction data were collected on the instru-
ment POLARIS at the ISIS facility. Variable temperature
data were collected by the backscattering detector bank over
a d-spacing range 0.25<d/Å<3.0, and by the low angle
detector bank over the range 0.5<d/Å<8.1, on samples of
mass ;5 g ~pulverized single crystals! contained in cylin-
drical vanadium cans inside a standard cryostat. An absorp-
tion correction was applied to all data sets at this stage using
a routine incorporated in the Genie spectrum manipulation
software.18 The data were analyzed by the Rietveld method
as implemented in the GSAS program suite.19 The background
levels of the neutron diffraction profiles were modeled using
Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind ~ten parameters!.
The peak shape of the profiles was described by a convolu-
tion of back-to-back exponentials and a pseudo-Voigt func-
tion ~three parameters!.
Synchrotron x-ray diffraction was performed on beamline
ID11 at ESRF, on a small single-crystal fragment of approxi-
mate dimension 0.01 mm. The x-ray energy used was 42
keV, and temperature control was achieved by the use of
cryogenic nitrogen and helium gas blowers; data were col-
lected using a Bruker SMART 1500 charge-coupled device
~CCD! camera. Integration of the frames was carried out
using the SAINT1software,20 incorporating the absorption
correction program SADABS. Structural determination and re-
finement was carried out using the SHELXTL package.21 Val-
ues for f8 and f9 at an x-ray energy of 42 keV were obtained
using the data of Cromer and Liberman.22
Specific-heat measurements on both single crystal and
pulverized crystal samples were carried out using a semia-
diabatic heat pulse technique, with a Quantum Design
MPMS system. Special care was taken to cool the sample
slowly through the 77-K first-order phase transition, and the
measurement was aborted if thermal contact to the sample
was lost due to the discontinuous change in the lattice
parameters.
III. RESULTS
The starting model for Rietveld refinements using the
neutron powder diffraction data was the 145-K structure of
YVO3 described by Nakotte et al.,23 a GdFeO3-type dis-
torted perovskite with space group Pbnm. We retain this set-
ting rather than using the standard Pnma in order to be
consistent with most of the previously published work on
YVO3 and related materials.24 Since the neutron-scattering
factor of vanadium is close to zero, isotropic temperature
factors were fixed at reasonable values on the 4a vanadium
site. Refinements at all temperatures proceeded smoothly.
There is a clear phase transition between 65 and 80 K; at 652-2
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distances, the long and short bonds being arranged in an
alternating pattern in the ab plane and indicating the pres-
ence of a JT distortion corresponding to C-type orbital order-
ing ~Fig. 2!. At T580 K three inequivalent V-O distances
ranging from 1.985 to 2.027 Å were obtained, the shortest
distance being perpendicular to the ab plane and bonds
within the plane differing by only 0.01 Å. To investigate the
possibility of the symmetry being lower, as for LaVO3, re-
finements were also carried out in the space group P21 /a24
using the LaVO3 structure as a starting model, in which there
are two inequivalent ab planes. Again, isotropic temperature
factors were fixed to reasonable values on the 2b and 2c
vanadium sites. No peaks were split or significantly broad-
ened, since b remained close to 90°, but the fits to the data
were marginally better than for Pbnm in the temperature
range 80 K<T<180 K and marginally worse at 65, 240,
and 295 K. The refined structures at 65, 240, and 295 K were
essentially the same in both space groups, with b equal to
90° within a standard deviation. However, at intermediate
temperatures there were significant structural differences be-
tween the refined Pbnm and P21 /a models, especially in
terms of the V-O bond lengths. In the refined P21 /a struc-
tures these bond lengths were split into one long ~2.041–
2.060 Å! and two short ~1.982–2.001 Å! distances, the long
distance being in the ab plane. The bonding pattern was ‘‘out
of phase’’ in successive planes, suggesting the presence of a
G-type orbital ordering. The P21 /a space group is compat-
ible with both types of JT distortion, and at 65 K the refined
structure corresponded to C-type orbital ordering, with ‘‘in-
phase’’ bonding patterns in successive planes. However, the
difference in the quality of fit was in no case significant
enough to conclude that the symmetry is ever lower than
Pbnm.
The inconclusive structural refinement results from the
powder diffraction study led us to continue our investigation
using synchrotron x-ray single-crystal diffraction. It soon be-
came apparent that many weak reflections violating Pbnm
symmetry appeared on cooling through 200 K. For example,
the intensity of one such forbidden reflection ~401! is plotted
as a function of temperature in Fig. 3. The inset to this figure
shows the presence of some other reflections which violate
the conditions for the n-glide plane, (h0l),h1l52n . The
(0kl),k52n condition still holds ~not shown in this plot!,
and hence the b glide plane is retained. As expected, the
highest symmetry space group compatible with the observed
reflection conditions was number 14 in the International17411tables; we have chosen the P21 /a setting rather than the
standard P21 /c in order to retain the doubled perovskite c
axis. The forbidden reflections could not be detected at 220
K but became easily visible at 200 K; their intensities in-
creased on cooling before leveling off near 120 K and dis-
appearing once more below 77 K. They provide definitive
evidence of a phase transition with a lowering of the sym-
metry at approximately 200 K. The forbidden reflections are
very weak compared to the strongest of the ‘‘allowed’’ Pbnm
reflections, being of the order of 1024 times as intense, and
are therefore almost impossible to detect using a conven-
tional laboratory x-ray source.
The data sets collected at 295, 225, and 50 K were con-
sistent with the space group Pbnm and did not contain any
extra reflections. The refinements proceeded smoothly and
gave structures very close to those obtained from the neutron
diffraction study at similar temperatures. A strong JT distor-
tion corresponding to C-type orbital ordering was present in
the 50 K structure. The data sets collected at 80, 100, 125,
150, and 175 K were consistent with the space group P21 /a ,
and on refinement satisfactory values of Rp, Rwp, and x2
were obtained. However, on closer examination the observed
FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the ‘‘forbidden’’ ~401! re-
flection measured by synchrotron x-ray diffraction. Intensities with
small error bars were integrated individually; intensities with large
error bars were obtained from the automatic integration of an entire
data file. The inset shows a section through reciprocal space ob-
tained at 175 K where the ~401! and other ‘‘forbidden’’ (h0l), h
1lÞ2n reflections are apparent; intensities of reflections are rep-
resented by sizes of circles.TABLE I. Lattice parameters for YVO3.
T/K Space group a/Å b/Å c/Å b/° Volume / Å3
295 Pbnm 5.27839~3! 5.60608~3! 7.57421~4! 224.129~1!
240 Pbnm 5.27574~3! 5.60679~3! 7.56714~4! 223.836~1!
180 P21 /a 5.61126~3! 5.27474~4! 7.55316~4! 89.978~3! 223.558~1!
140 P21 /a 5.61602~3! 5.27393~3! 7.54235~4! 89.973~3! 223.393~1!
100 P21 /a 5.61940~3! 5.27272~3! 7.53499~4! 89.979~3! 223.258~1!
80 P21 /a 5.62058~3! 5.27243~3! 7.53254~4! 89.977~3! 223.220~1!
65 Pbnm 5.28164~3! 5.58868~3! 7.55030~4! 222.865~1!2-3
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Atom Position x y z U11 or Uiso U22 U33 U12 U13 U23
Y 4c 0.97859~6! 0.42944~5! 3/4 0.0024~1! 0.0020~1! 0.0020~1! 0.0001~1! 0 0
V 4a 0 0 0 0.003
O1 4c 0.88757~8! 0.96140~7! 1/4 0.0030~1! 0.0041~1! 0.0024~1! 0.0002~1! 0 0
O2 8d 0.18691~5! 0.29958~5! 0.05710~4! 0.0031~1! 0.0039~1! 0.0036~1! -0.0005~1! 0.0007~1! -0.0009~1!intensities of many weak reflections were much greater than
the calculated intensities, indicating the possibility of mero-
hedral twinning. Furthermore, the expected JT distortion was
absent, the pairs of V-O bonds in the ab planes being similar
in length. It is well known that monoclinic structures that are
metrically orthorhombic ~that is, with b’90°) are often
pseudomerohedrally twinned on planes perpendicular to the
a and c axes, where b is the unique axis.25,26 For centrosym-
metric structures such as YVO3, the twinning does not pro-
duce extra reflections when b590°, but if the twin fractions
are equal then the reflections (hkl), (h¯kl), (hk¯l) and (hk l¯)
become equivalent in intensity and the point group symmetry
can appear to be raised from 2/m to mmm. Twinning of this
type is reasonable if one imagines the unique b axis and
either the a or c axis being initially established during crystal
growth or during an orthorhombic-to-monoclinic phase tran-
sition. The third axis is then assigned to an arbitrarily left- or
right-handed cell, which is equivalent to allocating the plus
sign to the ‘‘front’’ or ‘‘back’’ of the plane containing the
other two axes. There is no physical reason for one assign-
ment to be favored over the other in a centrosymmetric struc-
ture, and therefore a pair of twin domains will often form
when growth takes place simultaneously in opposite direc-
tions from a nucleation center, the twin boundary lying par-
allel to ~100! or ~001!. Indeed, it may be expected that all
centrosymmetric, monoclinic crystals with b’90° will dis-
play twinning involving domains of left- and right-handed
unit cells. In the presence of an inversion center, changing
the handedness of the unit cell is equivalent to performing a
180° rotation around the a or c axis, and the more conven-
tional picture of uniform handedness can be retained for
crystallographic purposes. Rotations of 180° around the a
and c axes are equivalent by symmetry in the point group
2/m , so only two twin domains are present. This twin model
was introduced for all data sets collected between 80 and 175
K, and the refinements were repeated, the twin fraction being
refined. The average ratio of the two twin domains was 59–
41 %, although refined values varied by up to 6% depending17411on the data set used. The resulting Rwp values were consis-
tently lower; the 175-K data set was typical, with Rwp falling
from 0.0875 to 0.0836. Further support for the twin model
was provided by the fact that the ab planes now contained
the expected alternating pattern of long and short V-O bonds
in all of the refined structures between 80 and 175 K. The
bonding pattern in successive planes was ‘‘out of phase’’ in
all cases, characteristic of G-type orbital ordering.
The structures obtained from the synchrotron and neutron
data refinements were very similar; the yttrium positions
were determined rather more precisely from the synchrotron
data, but the lattice parameters, oxygen coordinates, and
thermal factors were better determined from the neutron
data. In this case the two techniques are complementary; the
synchrotron single crystal data are essential in order to detect
the subtle lowering of the symmetry and unambiguously as-
sign the correct space group, while the neutron powder data
yield more accurate values for most structural parameters
once the correct space group is known. The lattice param-
eters determined by neutron diffraction are given in Table I;
atomic coordinates at representative temperatures of 65, 100,
and 295 K are displayed in Tables II, III, and IV; and se-
lected bond lengths and angles are listed in Table V. The
observed, calculated, and difference neutron-diffraction pat-
terns for a typical data set ~100 K! are shown in Fig. 4.
The neutron-diffraction data collected from the POLARIS
low-angle detector bank at T<100 K showed peaks at high
d spacings that could not be indexed using Pbnm or P21 /a
symmetry, but as expected, could be indexed in a C-type
magnetic unit cell at 80 and 100 K and in a G-type magnetic
unit cell at 65 K ~Fig. 2!; these data are very similar to those
of Kawano et al.10 Components of the ordered magnetic mo-
ments along each unit-cell axis were refined using the free-
ion magnetic form factor of V31,27 the unit-cell parameters
and all atomic parameters being fixed to the values obtained
from the backscattering bank data. A purely antiferromag-
netic system was assumed since the canting angle is small
(;0.2°).9 At 65 K there are only two peaks with significantTABLE III. Atomic parameters for YVO3 at 100 K. (Rwp50.0129, x251.555).
Atom Position x y z U11 or Uiso U22 U33 U12 U13 U23
Y 4e 0.07051~6! 0.97967~6! 0.2496~2! 0.0028~1! 0.0029~1! 0.0023~1! 0.0000~1! -0.0018~2! -0.0007~3!
V1 2c 1/2 0 0 0.003
V2 2b 0 1/2 1/2 0.003
O1 4e 0.46064~7! 0.11131~7! 0.2501~4! 0.0043~1! 0.0032~1! 0.0026~1! -0.0006~1! -0.0011~5! 0.0005~4!
O2 4e 0.3088~2! 0.6947~2! 0.0561~4! 0.0045~3! 0.0033~3! 0.0034~4! 0.0002~2! -0.0009~3! 0.0012~3!
O3 4e 0.7001~2! 0.3142~2! 0.5573~4! 0.0032~3! 0.0030~3! 0.0040~4! -0.0012~2! 0.0008~3! 0.0002~3!2-4
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Atom Position x y z U11 or Uiso U22 U33 U12 U13 U23
Y 4c 0.98071~7! 0.43061~6! 3/4 0.0058~1! 0.0050~1! 0.0049~1! 0.0005~1! 0 0
V 4a 0 0 0 0.005
O1 4c 0.88885~9! 0.96031~9! 1/4 0.0053~2! 0.0073~2! 0.0040~1! 0.0013~1! 0 0
O2 8d 0.19084~6! 0.30408~6! 0.05640~4! 0.0054~1! 0.0064~1! 0.0063~1! -0.0009~1! 0.0015~1! -0.0019~1!magnetic contributions; the ~101! and ~011! reflections could
be perfectly fitted using a moment of 1.450(10)mB parallel
to c, which agrees with our previous result that the magnetic
easy axis lies close to c below 77 K.9 At 80 K there are four
purely magnetic reflections, and the best fit was obtained by
using two components @0.895(13)mB parallel to b and
0.649(15)mB parallel to c in the Pbnm setting# giving a total
moment of 1.106(10)mB . Our previous magnetization study
suggested that the moments should be aligned with the easy
axis close to b. The fit was only slightly worse on constrain-
ing the moment to lie in the ab plane, and given the limited
number of magnetic reflections it is impossible to determine17411the directions of the moments for either magnetic structure
unambiguously. Their magnitudes, however, are clearly
much lower than expected for an S51 system, a result which
agrees well with the study of Kawano et al.10; one possible
explanation could involve frustration of the superexchange
interactions, and is discussed further below.
The specific-heat measurements provide strong evidence
to support our conclusion that orbital ordering sets in at 200
K. Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of the spe-
cific heat between 5 and 250 K. A discontinuity of DC
53.53 J/~mole K! occurs at 77 K, corresponding to the
structural/orbital transition. This transition is clearly first or-TABLE V. Selected bond distances ~Å! and angles ~degrees! for YVO3.
295 K (Pbnm) 240 K (Pbnm) 180 K (P21 /a) 140 K (P21 /a) 100 K (P21 /a) 80 K (P21 /a) 65 K (Pbnm)
Y-O1 2.2395~6! 2.2401~5! 2.2408~5! 2.2433~5! 2.2433~5! 2.2445~5! 2.2446~5!
Y-O1 2.2971~6! 2.2960~5! 2.2967~5! 2.2971~5! 2.2996~5! 2.3001~5! 2.2958~5!
Y-O2 2.2765(4)32 2.2749(4)32 2.267~2! 2.267~2! 2.266~2! 2.266~2! 2.2758(3)32
Y-O2 2.4945(4)32 2.4910(4)32 2.487~2! 2.487~2! 2.485~3! 2.484~3! 2.4764(4)32
Y-O2 2.6681(4)32 2.6668(4)32 2.656~3! 2.652~3! 2.655~3! 2.657~3! 2.6671(3)32
Y-O3 2.281~2! 2.278~2! 2.278~2! 2.278~2!
Y-O3 2.492~2! 2.488~2! 2.487~2! 2.485~3!
Y-O3 2.669~3! 2.668~3! 2.662~3! 2.661~3!
V1-O1 1.9948(2)32 1.9934(1)32 1.997(3)32 1.993(3)32 1.986(3)32 1.987(3)32 1.9905(1)32
V1-O2 2.0129(3)32 2.0130(3)32 1.987(1)32 1.981(1)32 1.981(1)32 1.981(1)32 1.9909(3)32
V1-O2 2.0256(4)32 2.0255(3)32 2.052(1)32 2.058(1)32 2.060(1)32 2.060(1)32 2.0433(3)32
V2-O1 1.983(3)32 1.982(3)32 1.985(3)32 1.982(3)32
V2-O3 2.001(1)32 1.998(1)32 1.997(1)32 1.997(1)32
V2-O3 2.041(1)32 2.047(1)32 2.048(1)32 2.047(1)32
V1-O-V1~V2! 143.33~3! 143.25~2! 143.22~2! 143.18~2! 143.17~2! 143.19~2! 142.99~2!
V1-O2-V1 144.85~2! 144.79~2! 144.87~9! 144.98~9! 144.88~10! 144.87~11! 144.75~2!
V2-O3-V2 144.60~10! 144.46~10! 144.57~11! 144.65~11!
O1-V1-O2 87.71~2! 87.70~2! 87.49~7! 87.31~7! 87.36~8! 87.41~8! 88.07~1!
O1-V1-O2 88.63~2! 88.64~1! 88.66~7! 88.74~7! 88.70~8! 88.65~8! 88.97~1!
O1-V1-O2 91.37~2! 91.36~2! 91.34~7! 91.26~7! 91.30~8! 91.35~8! 91.03~1!
O1-V1-O2 92.29~2! 92.30~2! 92.51~7! 92.69~7! 92.64~8! 92.59~8! 91.93~1!
O2-V1-O2 89.352~6! 89.325~5! 89.55~3! 89.53~3! 89.54~4! 89.53~4! 89.197~5!
O2-V1-O2 90.648~6! 90.675~5! 90.45~3! 90.47~3! 90.46~4! 90.47~4! 90.803~5!
O1-V2-O3 87.94~7! 88.03~7! 88.02~8! 87.97~8!
O1-V2-O3 88.73~7! 88.65~7! 88.74~8! 88.75~8!
O1-V2-O3 91.27~7! 91.35~7! 91.26~8! 91.25~8!
O1-V2-O3 92.06~7! 91.97~7! 91.98~8! 92.03~8!
O3-V2-O3 88.98~3! 88.89~3! 88.80~4! 88.78~4!
O3-V2-O3 91.02~3! 91.11~3! 91.20~4! 91.22~4!2-5
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volume. Two lambda-shaped anomalies are obvious in Fig. 5,
corresponding to the onset of magnetic ordering at 117 K and
orbital ordering at 200 K. It is rather unclear how much
entropy should be involved in these two transitions. The tran-
sition at TN involves the antiferromagnetic ordering of a S
51 system, but the strong uniaxial anisotropy9 will already
remove much of the entropy above TN . Therefore, we expect
the magnetic ordering to involve entropy of the order of
Smag5Rln2 J/~mole K! rather than the R ln 3 J/~mole K! ex-
pected for an isotropic spin system. The orbital ordering tran-
sition at 200 K involves the ordering of the dzx and dyz
orbitals, while the dxy orbitals are always occupied. There-
fore, the onset of orbital ordering should yield a change in
entropy of at least Rln2 J/~mole K!. In order to evaluate these
FIG. 4. Observed ~crosses! calculated ~solid line! and difference
~lower line! neutron diffraction patterns for YVO3 at 100 K. Tick
marks indicate reflection positions. In this d-spacing range there are
no magnetic peaks visible.
FIG. 5. Plot of specific heat vs temperature for an YVO3 single
crystal. Anomalies corresponding to the transition between orbital
orderings at TS , the onset of AFM ordering at TN and the onset of
orbital ordering at TO , are indicated. The contribution of the crystal
lattice to the specific heat, approximated by the sum of one Debye
term and two Einstein terms, is shown as a solid line. The inset
shows hysteresis on heating or cooling through the TS first-order
transition.17411entropy changes using the specific-heat data, the contribution
of the crystal lattice should first be subtracted. Since there is
no obvious reference compound without orbital or magnetic
ordering, we choose to describe the lattice contribution using
a combination of one Debye term and two Einstein terms.
The Debye term originates from the low-energy acoustic
modes, whereas the relatively heavy Y ion can give rise to
high-frequency optical modes which are approximated by the
Einstein terms. The lattice background is thus described by
Clat5aDD~uD /T !1aE1E~uE1 /T !1aE2E~uE2 /T !,
where D and E are the Debye and Einstein functions, respec-
tively. Good agreement with the experimental data over the
entire temperature range was obtained using uD5200 K,
uE15400 K, uE25900 K, aD51.00, aE158.15, and aE2
54.05 J/~mole K!. The specific heat below 77 K is lower
than the extrapolated curve, indicating a higher uD for the
low-temperature phase. This is in agreement with the sudden
lattice expansion observed on heating through the 77 K tran-
FIG. 6. Plot of C/T vs T for an YVO3 single crystal, with the
solid line indicating the lattice contribution.
FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of V-O bond distances deter-
mined using neutron powder diffraction. For the P21 /a structures,
the ‘‘long’’ and ‘‘short’’ distances @V1-O2 ~long!, V2-O3 ~long! and
V1-O2 ~short!, V2-O3 ~short!# have each been averaged over the
two ab planes. Typical errors are 0.001 Å.2-6
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Fig. 6 in the form C/T versus T. Taking the lattice contribu-
tion as a baseline, the areas under the peaks then give the
entropy changes involved in the two phase transitions. The
entropy change associated with the magnetic ordering at 117
K was estimated to be 0.81 J/~mole K!, which is only 15% of
the expected value of Rln2 J/~mole K!. The orbital ordering
entropy change was calculated to be 1.74 J/~mole K!; while
being twice the value of that at TN , it is still only 30% of
Rln2 J/~mole K!, the minimum semi-classical value.
IV. DISCUSSION
The V-O bond lengths obtained from the neutron powder
diffraction refinements in P21 /a are plotted as a function of
temperature in Fig. 7. Those derived from the synchrotron
data follow the same trend, but the values have larger stan-
dard deviations. At temperatures above the 200-K phase tran-
sition there are three unequal V-O bond distances, while be-
low 200 K there is a clear JT distortion, the bonds being split
into two short distances (;1.99 Å) and one long distance
(;2.05 Å) in both orbitally ordered temperature regimes,
the longer distance always being in the ab plane. The mag-
nitude of the JT distortion is essentially constant from 200
down to 65 K, suggesting that the orbital degeneracy present
at high temperatures is completely removed at 200 K. The
difference between the longest and shortest bond lengths
(;0.06 Å) is small compared to that in an eg orbitally or-
dered system such as LaMnO3 (;0.27 Å),1 but similar to
FIG. 8. ~a! Variation of yttrium x and y coordinates with tem-
perature; the inset shows the magnitude of the Y shift ~zero point
taken as the 295 K position!. ~b! Temperature dependence of the
V-O1-V angle as an indicator of the degree of octahedral tilting
along the c axis.17411that present in LaVO3 (;0.06 Å).2 Differences in bond
lengths of similar magnitude occur in GdTiO3 and YTiO3,
which both appear to be orbitally ordered at room
temperature;3,4 they contain Ti31 cations, where the t2g or-
bitals are occupied by a single electron. Among the ortho-
vanadates, the magnetic ordering temperature steadily de-
creases from 144 K for LaVO3 ~Ref. 28! to 101 K for
LuVO3,29 as the lanthanide cation decreases in size from left
to right across the series. This is due to an increase in the
degree of octahedral tilting, which causes the vanadium 3d
electrons to become more localized and the V-O-V superex-
change interactions to become weaker. The general trend of
the orbital ordering temperature in ABO3 perovskites across
the lanthanide series, as manifested by the onset of JT dis-
tortion, has been little investigated; among the orthovana-
dates the JT ordering temperature is only known for LaVO3
@between 140 and 145 K ~Ref. 2!# and now YVO3 ~200 K!.
This is perhaps due to the difficulty in recognizing the
G-type orbital ordering present in these two materials ~and
which is probably a feature of all the orthovanadates from
LaVO3 to DyVO3); it is incompatible with Pbnm symmetry,
and can only be detected if a lowering of the symmetry to
monoclinic is observed. In the case of YVO3 the unit cell
remains metrically orthorhombic, and the reflections violat-
ing Pbnm in diffraction experiments are so weak that single
crystals and high intensity synchrotron radiation are required
in order to detect the phase transition involved. For these
G-type orbitally ordered materials, one would have to look
specifically for the appearance of forbidden reflections with
very low intensities, and these can easily be overlooked in a
routine structural determination. An additional complication
is the pseudomerohedral twinning inherent in perovskite
single crystals that undergo an orthorhombic-to-monoclinic
phase transition; this does not lead to the appearance of ad-
ditional reflections and can be difficult to identify.
The yttrium position determined from the synchrotron re-
finements is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 8~a!.
The z coordinate has been neglected since it is fixed by sym-
metry for the Pbnm structures and deviates very little from
1/4 or 3/4 for the P21 /a structures. The yttrium cation does
not remain in the same position relative to the fixed vana-
dium cations but moves steadily in the direction shown in
Fig. 8~a! as the temperature is lowered to 80 K. Below the
77-K phase transition the shift appears to change direction,
becoming close to @100#. The magnitude of the shift relative
to the 295-K position @Fig. 8~a!, inset# is of the order of
0.008 Å between 295 and 80 K, with a disproportionately
large increase on cooling through the 77-K phase transition.
The movement of the A-site cation is probably caused by an
increase in the degree of octahedral tilting.13 The bond angle
V1-O1-V1 ~and also V1-O1-V2 for the monoclinic struc-
tures!, which characterizes the degree of tilting of octahedra
along the c axis, is plotted as a function of temperature in
Fig. 8~b!. This angle decreases over the temperature range
studied, and mirrors the trend of the yttrium site shift. The
displacement of oxygen atoms from their ideal positions due
to the octahedral tilting will tend to push the A-site cation in
a given direction, as explained in detail by Mizokawa et al.13
The driving force for this shift is the maximization of A-O2-7
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and the oxygen ion 2p orbitals!; it is energetically favorable
for the A-site cation to remain close to four nearest-neighbor
oxygen ions, while little energy is lost in moving further
away from the oxygen ions situated at a greater distance.
This is the case for YVO3 ~Table V!, showing that there are
four Y-O distances of between 2.24 and 2.30 Å, the next
shortest Y-O distance being ;2.49 Å. The C-type orbital
ordering is stabilized by a high degree of octahedral tilting
because two of the four closest oxygen ions, one in each of
two successive ab planes, are moved in approximately the
same direction by the corresponding JT distortion, allowing
the A-site cation to be pushed in a given direction while
retaining close contact with all four oxygen ions. However,
when G-type orbital ordering is present, the oxygen ions in
successive ab planes are ‘‘out of phase’’ with respect to each
other and the A-site cation is pushed in two conflicting di-
rections at once, decreasing the energy gain due to the A-O
hybridization energy. It follows that C-type orbital ordering
is predicted to be most stable for perovskites with a large
degree of octahedral tilting, while G-type orbital ordering is
more stable for lesser degrees of tilting, where the energy
gain from the orbital ordering is greater than that from the
A-O hybridization.13 The type of AFM ordering is deter-
mined by the type of orbital ordering, if present, but the
onset temperature of each is independent. In going from left
to right across the lanthanide orthovanadate series, it has
been reported that a change from ground-state C- to G-type
AFM ordering takes place between DyVO3 and HoVO3 as
the octahedral tilting increases;29 this agrees with the above
argument. A simultaneous transition from ground-state G- to
C-type orbital ordering is almost certainly responsible for the
crossover in AFM structures, but has not been investigated.
The Y31 cation is very similar in size to Ho31, and YVO3
appears to be a unique material with octahedral tilting of a
critical magnitude, at which both possible orbital ordering
configurations are of similar energies. The slight increase in
the degree of octahedral tilting with falling temperature
causes a transition from G- to C-type orbital ordering on
cooling through TS . The rearrangement of the occupied or-
bitals in turn forces a change in the type of AFM configura-
tion and in the direction of the easy axis, leading to a reversal
of the net ferromagnetic moment.
There are two possible origins of the lower than expected
entropy changes shown by the specific heat measurements.
First, it is possible that the entropy involved in both the
orbital ordering and magnetic ordering transitions is largely
removed at high temperatures. The phase transitions would
then only correspond to the ordering of orbitals or spins that
are already strongly correlated. However, the origin of the
strong deviations from mean-field theory in this almost iso-
tropic material is not obvious. Second, it is possible that the
small entropy changes are associated with frustration of the
spin or orbital ground state. Khaliullin et al. recently claimed
that spin and orbital interactions in the perovskite vanadates
are highly frustrated.30 They argued that fluctuations of the
t2g orbitals along the c axis trigger ferromagnetic interac-
tions in this direction, yielding the C-type AFM structure
adopted by LaVO3 and by YVO3 above 77 K; the JT effect17411only becomes dominant at low temperatures and can stabi-
lize the G-type AFM phase. These fluctuations could also be
responsible for the smaller than expected magnetic moment
found in YVO3 and also in the other rare-earth
orthovanadates.29 However, the assertions of Khaliullin et al.
are based on a simplified structural model which neglects
any influence of the degree of octahedral tilting; on the con-
trary, we argue above that this plays the most important role
in determining the most stable magnetic structure, although
orbital fluctuations may be responsible for the reduction of
the ordered magnetic moment. In addition, our observation
from diffraction data of a long-range JT distortion of essen-
tially constant magnitude below 200 K implies that orbital
ordering is effectively coherent on a length scale of 1000 Å
or more. This does not exclude the possibility of short-range
orbital fluctuations being present, but these fluctuations are
not strong enough to destroy the long-range JT distortion and
hence must be a relatively minor feature. The situation ap-
pears to be clearer in the 3d1 perovskite LaTiO3, which is
suspected to be an orbital liquid.31 Neutron powder
diffraction32 and resonant x-ray scattering studies33 have
failed to reveal any evidence of orbital ordering, and this
orbital liquid state is thought to be stabilized by quantum
effects. It appears that the JT effect in LaTiO3, although most
likely present, is too weak to overcome these quantum ef-
fects, and hence orbital fluctuations dominate. In the absence
of orbital ordering the G-type AFM structure is the most
stable spin ground state. The proximity to the Mott transition
seems to be an important factor regarding the presence of
orbital fluctuations; LaTiO3 has a band gap of only 0.2 eV,
while that of YTiO3 is approximately 1 eV.34 YTiO3 is re-
ported to adopt a C-type orbital ordering,33 which is consis-
tent with the high degree of octahedral tilting in the structure
~the Ti-O-Ti angle in the c direction is ;140°).3 However,
for a d1 system with such pronounced octahedral tilting the
ferromagnetic ground state is more stable than the G-type
AFM state that would be expected from simple consider-
ations of orbital symmetry in a perovskite with little octahe-
dral tilting.34 A similar suppression of the orbital ordering
close to the Mott transition has also been observed in the
doped manganites La12xCaxMnO3; this appears to be a more
important factor in inducing the ferromagnetic metallic state
than a critical carrier density.6
V. CONCLUSIONS
Thus far, YVO3 appears to be unique among perovskites
in displaying a double magnetization reversal alongside two
types of orbital and AFM ordering. However, the discussion
above is most likely applicable to JT-distorted perovskites in
general. The degree of octahedral tilting should be an impor-
tant factor in all such perovskites in determining the most
stable orbital ordering configuration and magnetic structure.
It is worth studying related perovskites more closely to in-
vestigate whether the issues discussed here are in fact rel-
evant to a broad range of materials, and to gain further in-
sight into the interplay between octahedral tilting, orbital
ordering and electronic properties.2-8
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